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INTRODUCTION

Clash between Two Heroes

Father August Brabant: Saviour or Scourge? examines the efforts of a
notable priest who devoted most of his adult life to converting aboriginal
people to Catholicism. It is also, however, a story of resistance by a little-
known hereditary chief, his controversial nephew, and many members
of their tribe. The ideological struggle between the missionary and this
group of natives epitomized the most consequential cultural conflict that
has occurred on the Pacific Northwest Coast — the intense discord and
misunderstanding between two civilizations, two religions, and two cul-
tures which left a lasting imprint on British Columbia. For twenty-five
years on the west coast of Vancouver Island, this clash centred on two
men: August Joseph Brabant1 (1845–1912), a zealous Catholic mission-
ary, and Tawinisam (c. 1820–1889),2 a proud Hesquiaht chief. To their
followers, each was a hero.

Tawinisam, who lived his entire life in the Hesquiaht area, could
trace his clan’s lineage back to that misty time when his forefathers first



appeared on the Pacific Northwest Coast. He and his people knew that
they had lived in this part of the world for many thousands of years.
They honoured tribal and inter-tribal spirits, possessed a rich oral tradi-
tion of myths and legends, and practised shamanism. Along with other
Nuu-chah-nulth peoples, the Hesquiahts had formerly engaged in  ritual
cannibalism and they still kept slaves. Tawinisam was proud of this her-
itage and knew he had a special responsibility to protect and preserve it.

From his first encounters with Father Brabant, Chief Tawinisam —
assisted for a short time by his nephew, apprentice chief Matlahaw —
resisted the pioneer priest’s efforts to bring European customs and a new
religion to the various Nuu-chah-nulth peoples.3 Tawinisam used every
resource at his disposal to wage a sustained battle to repel or eliminate
the intruder, reject and resist his alien ideas, and promote adherence to
a rich traditional culture that was under widespread attack. Brabant rep -
resented an immediate, local threat that had to be dealt with as swiftly
as possible. Tawinisam’s leadership and, in many instances, the Hes -
quiahts’ response showed that indigenous peoples must be credited with
making sound judgments about the white culture’s offerings. During
this period of cultural conflict, the Hesquiahts endured many hardships,
but they were not mere helpless victims being overwhelmed by a con-
quering society. They tried to adapt when it seemed practical and they
waged a sustained resistance to aspects of Euroamerican culture which
they found unacceptable. They also had the perception and wisdom to
recognize both positive and negative attributes of the missionary who
came to “save” them.

It was not the first time Christian clerics had operated in different
parts of what is now called Vancouver Island. Eighty years before Bra -
bant arrived on the large island, a few Franciscan priests had occupied a
short-lived Spanish outpost in Nootka Sound, about forty kilometres
northwest of Tawinisam’s territory. During the early colonial period, both
Anglican and Catholic priests had established parish churches in the
Victoria area at the island’s more populated southern tip. These places of
worship primarily served settlers, Hudson’s Bay Company em ployees,
coastal traders, travellers, and visiting sailors. But Father Brabant estab-
lished the first permanent colonial mission that was aimed exclusively at
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evangelizing indigenous people living in the wilderness. It was located
at Hesquiaht, a remote coastal village near the mouth of Nootka Sound,
about 275 kilometres northwest of Victoria.

Brabant, a Belgian by birth, was a product of ethnocentric nineteenth-
century colonialism. By definition, “civilization” was superior to any an -
cient, “primitive” culture. Europeans, and especially those who emigrated
to America, believed they had inherited a “manifest destiny” to “civilize
savages” or even eliminate them, wherever they lived.

Father Brabant’s view of aboriginal people was paternalistic, conde-
scending, and distrustful. He saw himself making a great sacrificial
service to his God by bringing salvation to people he believed were infe-
rior, sinful heathens destined to eternal damnation unless they became
Christians. Convinced of this special calling, he felt compelled to create
order out of the chaos he perceived among the Nuu-chah-nulth. During
his active missionary years, Brabant struggled almost single-handedly to
change many aspects of this ancient civilization. The changes that oc -
curred were not, however, effected by Brabant alone. In most instances,
his efforts were greatly supported by Canadian law, spurred by colonial
industry and commerce, and aided by armed force. For example, Bra -
bant’s presence may have contributed in minor ways to ending the inter-
tribal warfare that had plagued indigenous peoples and alarmed white
settlers for decades, but the pacification had largely been achieved by
military gunboats prior to his arrival. Moreover, when these same sources
of power were employed to impose European law and order among the
Hesquiahts, Brabant did little to protect or assist the natives. Instead, he
deliberately destabilized their traditional socio-political framework. To -
day, we can understand how Brabant’s efforts as a crusading missionary
were biased and misguided. Nevertheless, he managed to impose many
aspects of his alien vision on another culture and leave a lasting, if largely
negative, imprint. Fortunately, that stain is finally being re-examined
and erased. Along with other pioneers, whose numbers were relatively
small compared with the large indigenous population, Brabant was in -
stru mental in systematically undermining the aboriginal culture that he
sought to transform. To this day, he is reviled by many Northwest Coast
indigenous people for the devastation he instigated. Despite that tragic
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legacy, as a resolute frontier missionary Brabant demonstrated a degree
of cour age, tenacity, and zeal that must be acknowledged.

Both Chief Tawinisam and Father Brabant participated directly in
the most important transition period in Pacific Northwest Coast history:
the intense cultural conflict that occurred during the second half of the
nineteenth century in British Columbia. The story of their encounter
per sonifies the struggle for survival of an ancient, fully functional cul-
ture that was brought to the threshold of being swallowed whole. It gives
us vivid, provocative insights into this period of drastic social change, the
intercultural misunderstandings that it generated, and the heritage it
left for future generations.

Fortunately, we can gain considerable insight into Brabant’s experi-
ences by examining the reminiscences and letters that he wrote, and the
reports of his work by other Euroamerican observers. The picture could
be balanced further if the aboriginal viewpoint had been recorded. Un -
fortunately, the indigenous people have left little written material about
this period. As Barry Gough has noted in his examination of Brabant’s
work, this lack of primary information makes it difficult to “counter-
poise and test the documentation left by and about the missionary.”4

Therefore, to probe Tawinisam’s perspective and those of his followers,
I have taken an approach that combines the methods of historians and
anthropologists with a limited but necessary amount of interpretation
and extrapolation from secondary sources. This multidisciplinary tech-
nique is required for an outside observer to gain some insight into how
the Hesquiahts responded to the socio-cultural challenges they encoun-
tered during the colonization period.
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